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INQUIRY STATEMENT RENDERED BY: MARIA GABRIELA REYNA LOPEZ 

In Panama City, being nine and twenty six minutes in the morning (9:26 am) of today, Tuesday, 

June twenty-three (23) of two thousand and fifteen (2015), appears before the Special Prosecutor's 

Office Against Organized Crime, Ms. MARIA GABRIELA REYNA LOPEZ, with ID No. 6-87-839, in 

order to render an inquiry statement that is required of him in this investigation. The investigated 

party is reminded that due to his condition as investigated party, he is free of oath and without any 

pressure to answer or not the questions asked. Required in order to identify his person said to be 

called as it is written in previous lines and with proof of his identification  card, we proceed to 

question him on the following terms. QUESTION: Tell the person asked, your full name, ID number, 

residence, name of your parents, age, educational level, marital status and what is your profession. 

ANSWERED: my name is MARIA GABRIELA REYNA LOPEZ, with ID No. 6-87-839, I reside in the 

Ancon Township, Albrook, Canfield Avenue, Los Guayacanes Street, House No. 42, I am the 

daughter of ROLANDO ADOLFO REYNA and the late VIRGINIA ELOISA LOPEZ, she states being 

born on August 15, 1975, I am 39 years old, I am single, I am an Attorney-at-Law, my schooling is 

a complete university Degree in Law and Political Science, she states knowing to read and write 

the Spanish language correctly. It is recorded that the investigated party declares she weighs 

approximately 120 pounds, has a height of around 1.50 meters approximately, light complexion, 

dark eyes, dark brown hair. Does not have tattoos. In accordance with the provisions of article 2090 

of the Judicial Code, the investigated party is reminded that: YOU ARE BEING INVESTIGATED 

FOR YOUR PRESENT LINK IN A CRIME 

AGAINST ECONOMIC ORDER (MONEY LAUNDERING). Subsequently, the investigated party is 

informed of the content of article 22 of the National Constitution, which confers the right to be 

assisted by counsel, private or ex officio, in the present proceedings and which states: "ALL 

PERSONS PLACED UNDER ARREST MUST BE INFORMED IMMEDIATELY, AND IN AN 

UNDERSTANDABLE MANNER, OF THE REASONS FOR THEIR ARREST, AND OF THEIR 

CONSTITUTIONAL AND CORRESPONDING LEGAL RIGHTS. PERSONS ACCUSED OF 

COMMITTING A CRIME HAVE THE RIGHT TO BE PRESUMED INNOCENT UNTIL PROVEN 

GUILTY, AT A PUBLIC TRIAL, UNDER DUE PROCESS OF LAW. 
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WHOEVER IS ARRESTED SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT, FROM THAT MOMENT, TO LEGAL 
 

COUNSEL IN ALL POLICE AND JUDICIARY PROCEEDINGS." Similarly, she is informed of what 

is set forth in Article 10 of Act 63 of 2008, that is, of the Code of Civil Procedure, which states: 

"RIGHT TO A DEFENSE. THE DEFENSE OF PERSONS OR OF THEIR RIGHTS ARE INVIOLABLE AND NO- 

WAIVABLE, UNLESS THE ACCUSED IS A LAWYER AND DECIDES TO ASSUME HIS OWN DEFENSE. EVERYONE 

HAS THE RIGHT TO APPOINT A SUITABLE DEFENSE LAWYER OF HIS OR HER CHOICE WITH WHOM HE OR 

SHE CAN IMMEDIATELY COMMUNICATE FREELY AND PRIVATELY FROM THE START OF THE INVESTIGATION 

TO THE END OF THE PROCESS. IF HE OR SHE FAILS TO DO SO, THE STATE SHALL APPOINT   A   PUBLIC   

DEFENDER.   LIKEWISE,   WILL   BE   PROCEEDED   IN   CASES   OF ABANDONMENT, 

REVOCATION, DEATH, WAIVER OR EXCUSE BY THE DEFENDER." Additionally, Article 25 of the National 

Constitution is read, which states that “NO PERSON IS OBLIGATED TO TESTIFY AGAINST HIMSELF, 

HIS/HER SPOUSE, RELATIVES TO THE FOURTH DEGREE OF CONSANGUINITY OR SECOND DEGREE OF 

MARITAL RELATIONS IN CRIMINAL, CORRECTIONAL OR POLICE PROCEEDINGS." She is also warned that 

any person chosen for the application of a injunctive measure, if she has confessed opportunely, or 

has revealed the identity of the authors, accomplices or coverts of the crime, and has provided 

sufficient evidence for the prosecution of these, will be entitled to the reduction of up to half of the 

sentence and the conditional suspension of the execution of it, as set forth in article 2139 of the 

Judicial Code. Then, and in compliance with the provisions of article 2091 of the Judicial Code, the 

respondent is informed of the facts that motivate this proceeding: "IT IS RECORDED, THAT MR. 

HUMBERTO ELIAS JUAREZ BARAHONA INQUIRY PROVIDENCE No. 40, DATED JUNE FIFTEEN (JUNE 15), 2015, 

IN WHICH IT IS PROVIDED TO RECEIVE AN INQUIRY STATEMENT BY THE PRESENT PROCESS DUE TO A 

COMMISSION OF A CRIME AGAINST THE ECONOMIC ORDER (MONEY LAUNDERING)." QUESTION: 

State the investigated party, if you have understood the rights that assist you and that have just 

been explained to you and if you have understood the charge you are charged? ANSWERED: Mr. 

Prosecutor, I have understood and will be assisted by Mr. FRANCISCO ARISTOTELES THOMAS 

MORALES, with personal identity card No. PE-8-2582 and other generals known in writs. The 

respondents are then invited to express everything they deem appropriate in clarifying the facts that 

are imputed to them, stating the following: Well, I personally consider myself innocent, I am an 

Attorney-at-Law specialized in real estate and land related matters, my participation is directly as 

counsel who manages third-party funds in order to acquire goods for those third parties and I have 

not benefited from these things that are mentioned in the inquiry providence, as will be 

demonstrated. QUESTION: Do you know the companies SARELAN CORPORATION, S.A., 

CORPORACION CUBEMU, S.A., CORPORACIÓN LUXOL, S.A., 
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MEDIPREX INVESTMENT, S.A., SUMMER VENTURE INC., OMEGA ENGINEERING, INC., PR 

SOLUTIONS, S.A., CORPORACION CELESTIAL, S.A.,. CORPORACION ALPIL, S.A., 

CONSULTORES EXTERNOS, S.A., LAM SERVICES, S.A., ALL CARIBBEAN CONSTRUCTION 

LTD., CASTLE INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS LTD., INGENIERIA KMT, S.A., CONCEPTOS Y 

ESPACIOS S.A., CEMI GROUP, S.A., ZENZI LIMTED, VALLE VERDE, REYNA  Y ASOCIADOS, 

FUNDACIÓN RICALA, FUNDACIÓN RPD? ANSWERED: With Reyna y Asociados I am a founding 

partner and it is a law firm that is basically dedicated to the business of law in the commercial and 

civil area, the others, I basically know some of them due to a commercial relationship, but most only 

in relation to the case and the publications that have been seen in the newspapers and in the 

investigation of the case in the Assembly. QUESTION: Which of these companies do you have a 

business relationship with? ANSWERED: With Sarelan and Cubemu specifically. Mr. RICARDO 

CALVO instructed me to make deposits for a real estate operation in the area of Isla del Rey that 

we were doing since 2012, in order to acquire a stake in the company ALPHA BUSINESS CORP., 

which owned property 1522 which is located in Isla del Rey and is currently guaranteeing a trust for 

more than ninety-six million dollarsI have managed loans between Conceptos y Espacions and third 

parties.  Omega Engineering and PR solutions are part of a holding, along with another company 

called PUNELA DEVELOPMENT CORP, the latter currently has a contract for a promise to enter 

into a purchase agreement with a client of mine concerning Property 35659, which is located in the 

Province of Los Santos, Tonosí District, Cañas Township. QUESTION: You know Mr. María del 

Pilar Fernández Castillo de Moncada Luna, Felipe Alejandro Virzi López, Ricardo Alberto Calvo 

Latorraca, Felipe Antonio Rodríguez Guardia, Humberto Elías Juarez Barahona, Mauricio Antonio 

Ortiz Quesada, Claudio Poma Murialdo Sommaruga, Oscar Iván Rivera Rivera , Francisco Feliu 

Nigaglioni, Jorge Enrique Espino Méndez and Julián Paris Rodriguez. ANSWER: Felipe Alejandro 

Virzi and Ricardo Calvo, I met them in 2008 and brought them a case of land in the Isla del Rey 

area. In addition to that I did other work related to land in the Isla del Rey area. 

 Oscar Rivera by reference since I have never personally met him, but I understand that he is the 
 
 owner of the Holding within which this PUNELA DEVELOPMENT is currently a contract with a 

 
 client of mine/and Jorge Espino of the PRD party and Julián París, his partner in Conceptos y 

Espacios, for whom I managed some loans that date from 
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2007. QUESTION: Since when do you have a business relationship with Omega Engineering, Inc. 

and PR Solutions, S.A.? and explain in detail what it is. ANSWERED: In 2012, Omega had offices 

in the Splendor building, next to my PH Central offices and I met Mr. Frankie López in a restaurant 

that was in Splendor. At that time, that was in mid-2012 we basically talked about what I was doing 

in the area of real estate and they asked me if I had any Interesting property to offer, they were sent 

some options and they were interested in a property of almost eight hectares that is located in 

Cañas (after Pedasí ) and given that other real estate developments are being made in the area, 

Omega expressed interest in acquiring it, particularly, property number 35659, and that operation 

came to fruition in promissory sales agreement on April 2, 2013, with a company called PUNELA 

DEVELOPMENT  CORP. These  people  (PUNELA DEVELOPMENT  CORP.) To  date 

 have paid an advance of five hundred thousand and still owe for the same. Currently, the property 

had its mortgage paid of seventy-five thousand dollars plus interest, which it had registered until the 

end of last year. Due to the process in which my Reyna y Asociados accounts were seized, no 

subsequent payment was made, since the contract that was signed in April 2013, had a term of one 

hundred and eighty days, which was extended until the electrical services were installed on the 

property, which was certified at the end of November 2014. QUESTION: According to the 

documentation collected in the investigation, checks have been made in the name of Reyna y 

Asociados from account No.  from PR Solutions, S.A. 

 BBVA (now BAC PANAMA), which were, credited to the account No. 0101766336 of Reyna y 
 
 Asociados in Banistmo (former HSBC), could you explain the reasons for issuing such checks? 

ANSWERED: The reason was to pay the initial payment and the second payment of the. Promissory 

purchase agreement on property 35659 executed between PUNELA DEVELOPMENT CORP. and 

JR BOCAS INVESTMENT INC. QUESTION: Who are the natural persons who participated in 

entering into of the promissory purchase agreement of the property, which you have mentioned? 

ANSWERED: The agreement was executed by PUNELA DEVELOPMENT CORP. by Mr. LUIS E. 

MONTAÑO, with ID  and my person for JR BOCAS INVESTMENT INC. QUESTION: Can 

you explain, according to the agreement, how was payment going to be made for such property? 

ANSWERED: The total price was one million dollars to be paid as follows:  25% of the price within 

two days following the execution of the agreement 
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in favor of the law firm Reyna y Asociados, who served as a depository agent for the funds in 

custody; a second installment for the sum of two hundred and fifty thousand within a period not 

exceeding sixty business days from the date of the first payment, the remainder could be made by 

means of irrevocable promise of payment letter in favor of the promissory buyer, within the term  of 

the agreement that was one hundred and eighty days. Subsequently, before the end of the six 

months, an executed amendment was sent to Omega, giving them an extension for the same  term 

and/or until the concurrence of the pre-established conditions in the addendum that entailed the 

installation of the public electricity service without exceeding 24 months from the execution of the 

original agreement. QUESTION: Why were the payments made in favor of Reyna y Asociados and 

not of the company with which the purchase and sale contract was entered into. ANSWERED: 

Because the owner company did not have a bank account and the second clause, paragraph A, 

established that Reyna y Asociados would be used as a custodian depositary agent. QUESTION: 

The promissory purchase agreement that refers to the sale of property 35659, was notarized. 

ANSWER: The copy, which I kept, is not protocolized, because the other signatory and I, did not 

sign at the same time, but the contract sent back to me was signed, and they, OMEGA, 

 kept the original and a copy of my ID. I do not know if it was notarized, I only delivered a copy of my 

ID, that was for IGRA who were OMEGA's lawyers and they were supposed to take care of that. It 

was assumed that when the contract amendment was going to be made as to the extension we 

were going to do it by public deed, but I was left waiting because they were supposed to authorize 

Oscar Rivera himself, but they decided not to do so in the end. I should mention that since there 

was a mortgage on the property, I seem to remember that the lawyers told him that  the promissory 

deed could not be registered, which is true. QUESTION: How many purchase and sale  contracts    

were  signed?  since  you indicate that  you  sent  one  signed and 

 OMEGA kept the original. ANSWERED: The contract is a promissory sales agreement, I remember 

that three original copies were made, which is what is what is customary and they sent me one 

executed copy. QUESTION: Do you know what happened to the third executed copyt? I have no 

idea, maybe their lawyers have it, maybe the owner of Holding, Mr. Oscar, had it sent to Puerto 

Rico, but I don't know, I don't know. There are times when the law firm keeps an original. 

QUESTION: Who are part of the company JR BOCAS INVESTMENT INC.? ANSWERED: The 

company originally had only one shareholder, which was the 
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Mrs. JO REYNOLDS and later in 2009, she authorized me by proxy, drawn up at the Consulate of 

San Diego, California, to transfer the certificate of shares of JR BOCAS INVESTMENT, to a private 

interest foundation where she would be the first beneficiary and in In case of her death, the second 

beneficiary would be my person. The Foundation created for this purpose is called JR PANAMA 

FOUNDATION. QUESTION: Is the company JR BOCAS INVESTMENT currently in force? 

ANSWERED: Indeed and has assets. QUESTION: Since what date was the company JR BOCAS 

INVESTMENT incorporated and for what purpose? ANSWERED: Since April 6, 2005, with the 

purpose of acquiring assets and managing the assets of Mrs. JO REYNOLDS who had inherited 

real estate in Bocas del Toro of her late father, CHARLES WAKER TAYLOR and with the product 

of the assets of his inheritance, she asked me to make the company in order to invest in the real 

estate market and other related businesses and thus multiply their assets. QUESTION: For what 

purpose is the JR BOCAS INVESTMENT INC. share certificate transferred to JR PANAMA 

FOUNDATION? ANSWERED: In order to avoid tax problems in the United States of America, since 

it was easier to manage the assets within a foundation and only periodically send the return on her 

investments to the United States, without exceeding certain amounts of money. QUESTION: If the 

commercial relationship under property 35659 was between PUNELA DEVELOPMENT CORP. 

AND JR BOCAS INVESTMENT INC. for what reason is a payment from 

 PR SOLUTIONS company received? ANSWERED: As I understand PUNELA DEVELOPMENT 

CORP. was a company incorporated to acquire properties, but it did not have a bank account and 

as a result of belonging to the same holding company, payments were received from one of the 

companies that comprise it. QUESTION: In the promissory purchase agreement, was it stipulated 

the payment from third parties, not directly linked to the sale? ANSWERED: The promissory 

purchase agreement only stipulated that it should be paid by means of a certified or cashier´s check 

in favor of the law firm Reyna y Asociados, who would act as Depositary Agent or custodian, by that 

time there were no laws that required to establish formal knowledge on the origin of the funds of a 

buyer in good faith and to date, in commercial practice it is normal course to receive payments from 

non-signatory third parties that are economically linked to the signatory. QUESTION: What 

documents support the aforementioned promissory purchase agreement? ANSWERED: The same 

promissory purchase agreement, of which I will provide a certified copy in writing 
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in addition, a copy of the checks that are already in the file and the promissory buyer also has a 

copy of the checks signed by JR BOCAS INVESTMENT and the extension I signed. QUESTION: 

For the purposes of stating the payment, a payment receipt was issued or only the checks were 

signed? ANSWERED: Because they made the deposit directly with the checks, only copies of the 

checks were signed. QUESTION: Were you informed that such payments would be made from an 

account in the name of a third party? ANSWERED: I was informed that they were going to pay me 

 by depositing into the account, sincerely OMEGA had shown me in their offices through their 
 
 online banking that they had enough resources to buy the property. If I remember correctly, they 

showed me a statement on one of their accounts where there were . At no time 

did they notify me of which account they would pay or the origin of those funds and considering that 

it was a recognized multinational, I did not consider liquidity problems, so I waited to be notified 

when they made deposits. QUESTION: Does the company JR BOCAS INVESTMENT maintain 

accounting records of its business activities? ANSWERED: As they were occasional, informal 

records are maintained and only declared before occasional income activities. QUESTION: Did JR 

BOCAS INVESTMENT INC. pay some kind of tax? ANSWERED: It has paid occasional income 

taxes. This year I had to declare and the declaration has been postponed pending the definition of 

the destination of the promissory purchase as we currently have a conflict,  since  OMEGA  is  

demanding  that  the  money  be  returned  and  as  a  lawyer  I   have 

 demanded that they pay the remainder or terminate the contract and considering that the rate of 

rent is not the same for real estate operations as for occasional income, it is imperative to define 

the situation of the property and the contract before making the declaration. QUESTION: Has JR 

BOCAS INVESTMENT INC., intervened in other types of sales, apart from the one held with 

PUNELA INVESTMENT CORP.? ANSWERED: Indeed, sales, mortgages, have used the assets 

as loan guarantees. For reference I provide a simple copy of the registration information of property 

35659, which also includes all the movements of different mortgages that have been placed on it; 

and of the PH 58946 and of property 58961, both located in PH Atlantis of Panama City, which were 

owned by JR BOCAS INVESTMENT INC. and were sold. (IT IS RECORDED DELIVER IS DONE 

OF A SIMPLE COPY OF REGISTRATION INFORMATION DOCUMENTS  OF PROPERTY 35659 

EVIDENT AT PAGE 11, SIMPLE COPY OF DOCUMENTS OF REGISTRATION INFORMATION 
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RELATED TO PROPERTIES 58946, CONSISTING OF 4 PAGES AND OF A SIMPLE COPY OF 

THE  PUBLIC  DEED  NO.  5102  OF  JULY  13,  2006  DE  LA  COMPANY  RAESRO,  S.A. 

CONSISTING OF 8 PAGES). QUESTION: Where are the related informal accounting records of  

the commercial activities? ANSWERED: I have some of them, the records basically establish the 

history of each transaction, the checks that have been paid, the money that has been sent to the 

Mrs. JO REYNOLDS to the United States, via bank transfer or Western Union. QUESTION: With 

 whom of the OMEGA ENGINEERING INC. the issue of the sale of property 35659 was discussed. 

ANSWERED: Frankie López. QUESTION: Under what capacity did you act on behalf of JR BOCAS 

INVESTMENT INC. ANSWERED: In addition to being a legal representative, I have so far managed 

Mrs. JO REYNOLDS’ affairs because she is a sick woman who had an estate and wanted  to have 

it be productive and the economic agreement with her, was that I was looking for opportunities to 

invest or good occasional income, making occasional loans, buying and selling the properties as 

collateral to obtain money to make other investments to obtain money in turn and she only asks me 

to send money monthly from her Investments, without exceeding certain amounts to avoid 

overpaying in the United States. She was in such a bad state of health that I had to go to San Diego, 

California in 2009 to make the documents related to the transfer of the action and closing a personal 

bank account she had here and move those funds for her and her investments. She is not a person 

who, if you ask her, knows her investments in detail since her condition does not allow it, but still I 

do not own her assets and I have to give her accounts and in order to be able to collect what was 

agreed, which is the 20% of the earnings. QUESTION: Is there is a written agreement executed 

between you and Mrs. REYNOLDS for the actions you take on behalf of her? ANSWERED: The 

power of attorney granted to me in San Diego in 2009 and all the rest of the invoices, I have many 

invoices that I have given to her over the years. QUESTION: The account of Reyna y Asociados of 

Banistmo is regularly used to receive payments from the commercial activities of the company JR 

BOCAS INVESTMENT INC. ANSWERED: Yes and from third parties too, for many years I have 

been receiving money from third parties for real estate transactions or for loans, always presenting 

the necessary bank justifications to the banks, since 1999. QUESTION: You can explain to the 

Office the origin of the funds that were deposited at 
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the account 101766336 of Reyna y Asociados in Banistmo, for the date of June 6, 2013, for an 

amount  of   B/.  200,000.00?  (IT   IS  RECORDED  THAT  THE  ACCOUNT   STATUS  OF  THE 

REFERRED ACCOUNT IS PRESENTED TO HER) ANSWERED: It is a real estate transaction. 

The purpose was to buy an apartment from Mr. Alexander T Chevron. QUESTION: Can you state 

where such apartment is located and if the real estate transaction was achieved? ANSWERED: 

Yes, it came through, the property number I don't have it here, it was a real estate agent of ZOOM 

DEVELOPMENT. I was an intermediary between the real estate and the person. The money of the 

man took a while to arrive and I got some funds to guarantee the purchase sale and those funds 

were finally reimbursed when the transaction arrived, because I dedicate myself to obtaining loans, 

often using JR properties as collateral. By the beginning of 2013 a loan had been made  that was 

ninety days long, using as a guarantee the Cañas property, that money was basically reused, we 

registered the loan for seventy-five thousand dollars, but it was more money. Mr. CHEVRONI had 

made a payment and had to cancel the remainder of the price, but his funds took time to get to 

Panama, I got the someone to guarantee the money that was due, when Mr. CHEVRONI's money 

finally arrived to my account, I used said guarantee through JR BOCAS INVESTMENT (since we 

used the guarantor company - as bonds) and we immediately proceeded to pay the pending 

obligation of JR BOCAS that had an obligation with ALPHA BUSINESS CORP. QUESTION: With 

whom did you get the money that Mr. CHEVRONI owed? ANSWERED: One part came from Mr. 

RAFAEL LEONARD, a person who for many years has managed loans occasionally for my clients, 

he appears in fact in two of the mortgages of the JR BOCAS companies (Cañas and PH Atlantis) 

that In have already submitted simple copies of information records, where it is evident, and the rest 

from money that I owed JR BOCAS. I add the proviso that I have a list of five natural and legal 

persons that over the years have provided funds to my clients or I have requested funds to lend a 

third party, always using collateral, that is, properties, if the loans go over seventy thousand dollars 

and that is why the owner who is granting the collateral is paid. QUESTION: The apartment that Mr. 

ALEXANDRE CHEVRON intended to buy was either personal or was being carried purchased 

through a company? ANSWERED: It was personal. QUESTION: Was Mrs. JO REYNOLDS 

informed of each transaction made by virtue 
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of the power conferred by her to manage her assets, if so, how was it performed and how often? 

ANSWERED: The truth is that it was very informal, I talk to her every month when I am going to 

send her money, she does not have an accounting detail per se, she asks me to please not send 

any of that to the United States, but lately due to the problems that have occurred, I informed her 

and she has asked me for a report, in which I am working on, but she knows that her assets are 

used from time to time for these types of loans and real estate operations. QUESTION: Is there 

documentation sent by Banistmo regarding the request for six cashier´s checks that were issued, 

two in favor of Coporación Cubemu, S.A. and four in favor of Sarelan Corporation, S.A., whose 

amounts were debited from account No. 0101766336, in the name of Reyna y Asociados? please 

explain the reasons why such checks are issued. ANSWERED: The capital contribution was being 

made to the company ALPHA & BUSINESS CORP. of five percent of the total issued and 

outstanding shares. This company had acquired property 1522, with location code 8105 and that 

shareholding was offered to me by the Virzi Group, which is currently supporting a guarantee trust 

for more than ninety-six million dollars, that property is located in Isla del Rey, close to other 

properties that have a development project. Mr. Ricardo Calvo asked me to deposit the capital 

contributions in these accounts. QUESTION: What relationship does Mr. Ricardo Calvo have with 

ALPHA & BUSINESS CORP.? ANSWERED: Ricardo Calvo, represented the interests of the VIRZI 

group and since 2008 I had had contact with the Virzi Group since I handled a land conflict in another 

property they had in Isla del Rey. He was basically the person who told me where to deposit the 

contributions and issued instructions to the person in charge of issuing the shares who was Esther 

de Frías. QUESTION: What were the contributions to be made? ANSWERED: Well, before I 

showed him interest in bringing a client of mine to acquire shares in Isla del Rey, Mr. Calvo had 

asked me that if my clients who already had investments in Isla del Rey  were interested in investing 

with them, I explained that they did not, but that I could probably bring another client that did not 

have the capacity to develop, but that had assets, some accounts receivables and some properties 

to sell, for which he asked me the amount that could be contributed since they had originally many 

shareholders in that project with different levels of economic participation. I replied that probably 

about a million dollars, but they would have to be paid 
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in attention to when they were selling the properties and collecting some accounts that my client 

had to collect. So considering what he had said, a contribution of nine hundred and twenty-five 

thousand dollars was assessed and I was informing him when he was going to collect accounts or 

if he was going to sell any assets so he knew what support the contributions had. QUESTION: Were 

the terms of such contributions detailed in writing or by any other means? ANSWERED: Mr. Ricardo 

Calvo at some point handed me a sheet of paper where he said the place where I had to deposit 

the first contribution and told me not to worry because given my career in the Isla del Rey area, 

since I had managed the Marina of Punta Coco and had made the agreements to evict the intruders 

of the Virzi Group properties, that it was contributing to the extent that the money was entering me 

and that I would notify him what remained pending and that was what I did, I informed him if they 

had a purchase sale, I even showed him the documents, who were the people so that he could see 

where the money was coming from to support these contributions and when he considered, he sent 

to issue the shares and then deliver them to me. QUESTION: In whose name or in whose favor 

were contributions to the capital for the acquisition of such shareholding made in ALPHA & 

BUSINESS CORP.? ANSWERED: The share was issued to the bearer, but it is stated in books that 

it belongs to JR BOCAS INVESTMENT INC. QUESTION: Do you know who is the custodian of the 

book of the aforementioned shares? ANSWERED: Esther María De Frías de Uribe, she is the legal 

representative of ALPHA & BUSINESS CORP. QUESTION: Beyond the verbal indications given by 

Mr. Ricardo Calvo, was any type of agreement entered into between you regarding the way in which 

the capital contributions would be made for the acquisition of the aforementioned share? 

ANSWERED: No, no member was given any of that, only the shares  were given to each one and 

a certificate authorizing the issuance of the same, together with the documents related to the 

property. QUESTION: What kind of activity does the company ALPHA & BUSINESS CORP. do? 

ANSWERED: Initially obtain the asset, that is, property 1522, to later develop it into a real estate 

tourism project. QUESTION: Do you have documentation that supports the issuance of shares 

because of the contributions made by JR BOCAS INVESTMENT INC.? ANSWERED: I only have 

the shares certificate issued on September 12, 2012, whereby shares 57, 58, 59, 60 and 61 are 

issued by the company ALPHA & BUSINESS CORP, corresponding to JR BOCAS INVESTMENT 

Shares Certificate No. 59 which is equivalent to 5% of all the shareholding of the company and is  

issued 
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to the bearer, but in the shares book it is stated that it is in the name of JR  BOCAS INVESTMENT. 

QUESTION: Since what date is JR INVESTMENT INC. with the company ALPHA & BUSINESS 

CORP. by reason capital contributions for the acquisition of the aforementioned share? 

ANSWERED: Formally the first contribution is made on June 25, 2012 and they issued the share 

in September 2012, when other payments had been made. QUESTION: How many payments or 

contributions were made for the acquisition of the shares of ALPHA & BUSINESS CORP. and in 

what form were the same made? ANSWERED: All the contributions were made to Cubemu and 

Sarelan, from the account of Reyna y Asociados, seven contributions were made. In 2012, 3 

contributions were made, one of eighty thousand dollars on June 25, 2012, another of twenty-five 

thousand dollars on August 6, 2012, on September 21, 2012 another for twenty thousand dollars. 

Then four deposits in 2013, two percent twenty-five thousand dollars, on May 4, 2013 and June 12, 

2013, and two seventy-five thousand dollars, on July 18 and 19, 2013, which became consecutive 

since the first check was made in error with an amount that was wrong. There was an account 

receivable of four hundred and twenty thousand dollars, which was of Conceptos y Espacios, but 

they only deposited in Cubemu the sum of four hundred thousand dollars. They had a debt of three 

hundred and fifty-six thousand dollars, three hundred and thirty-two dollars, of eleven promissory 

notes, and a late payment interest of sixty-three thousand six hundred and sixty-eight dollars was 

calculated. They were asked to pay directly to that account and paid that amount of money, four 

hundred thousand dollars and the remainder of the debt was paid separately. I informed Mr. Calvo 

that he had an account receivable and that he was going to finish paying what was owed and he 

instructed me to deposit directly in that Cubemu account, unlike the other occasions where 

payments were received through Reyna y Asociados account. QUESTION: Who determined the 

amounts to be paid in each of the contributions to be made? ANSWERED: It was in attention how 

the money from the real estate operations and loans that were revolving was entering. QUESTION: 

Was any other account used to make payments to the contributions that were to be made? 

ANSWERED: No, only Cubemu and Sarelan on the instructions of Mr. Calvo, that I make the 

proviso, Mr. Calvo always said that those were "Uncle Pipo" accounts in quotations. QUESTION: 

What do you mean when you say "Uncle Pipo" ANSWERED: Mr. Felipe Alejandro Virzi. 

QUESTION: Did the account of Reyna y Asociados in Banistmo received their own money from 

their activities as a Law Firm, which was not related 
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with the exercise of the power of attorney that Mrs. JO REYNOLDS had conferred on you to manage 

her assets?. ANSWERED: Of course, of all the other clients, as can be seen in the account 

movement. QUESTION: In total, what was the amount of the contribution made for the shareholding 

in ALPHA BUSINESS CORP.? ANSWERED: Nine hundred twenty-five thousand dollars. 

QUESTION: Regarding the loan you state was made to Conceptos y Espacios, state with whom it 

was agreed and under what terms? ANSWERED: With Jorge Espino, since 2007 Conceptos y 

Espacios asked for small loans and larger ones like most construction contractors, an annual 

interest of 7% was agreed, in eleven promissory notes whose simple copies I contribute, since the 

originals were destroyed when the obligations were paid as is done in the business, as well as a 

simple copy of the settlement agreement. They should have paid four hundred and twenty thousand 

dollars in September 2013 and they only paid four hundred thousand dollars, it took me a year to 

finish paying the difference, the remaining twenty thousand dollars were sent via Western Union in 

different monthly payments to Mrs. JO REYNOLDS. In addition they paid a monthly amount of 

money while they maintained the debt, this amount was one thousand five hundred dollars and 

since 2008 I remitted monthly money to Mrs. JO who were part of those payments and some rental 

money when the properties were rented. (IT IS RECORDED THAT A SIMPLE COPY OF ELEVEN 

PROMISSORY NOTES TO THE ORDER OF JR. BOCAS INVESTMENT FROM CONCEPTOS Y 

ESPACIOS AND SIMPLE COPY OF THE SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT OF OCTOBER 29, 2014 

BETWEEN CONCEPTOS Y ESPACIOS AND  JR.  BOCAS  INVESTMENT,  WHICH  CONSISTS  

IN  ITS  TOTALITY  OF  4  PAGES  IS 

SUBMITTED). QUESTION: What was the total amount that was lent to Conceptos y Espacios by 

JR BOCAS INVESTMENT? ANSWERED: Three hundred fifty-three thousand three hundred thirty-

two dollars plus interest, they had to pay four hundred thirty-six thousand, but they negotiated to 

four hundred and twenty thousand, but they only paid four hundred thousand and did not pay more 

until one year later I had kept the last promissory note that was for twenty thousand dollars that was 

already expired and so I managed to collect from him. QUESTION: How were the disbursements 

of money made to Conceptos y Espacios, in response to said loan? ANSWERED: They were made 

at the request of Mr. Jorge Espino, sometimes in cash and sometimes in small checks to individuals 

and when a sum was already collected a promissory note was made. QUESTION: Was an 

accounting record of the disbursements made to Concept and Spaces by part was kept 
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from JR BOCAS INVESTMENT. ANSWER: Well, what was basically done was that simple receipts 

were kept together with each letter to keep track, that was the way it was carried and the letter that 

was the instrument of change. QUESTION: Do you keep those receipts where you had control of 

what was delivered to Concept and Spaces? ANSWER: No, I, all the receipts that had  to do with 

issues of letters and promissory notes that were already canceled, were destroyed with the 

negotiable documents. I destroyed almost all the documents that I did not need accounting when I 

moved out of office, along with many other files and receipt books and checkbooks using the 

Servicios Tecnológica de Incineración, S.A. On July 19, 2014, I burned six hundred sixty-two kilos 

that were 27 boxes. QUESTION: How payments should be made by Concept and Spaces in 

response to the loan made to them. ANSWER: They paid a standard monthly payment of one 

thousand five hundred dollars, which was better than having a fixed term that money was paid every 

month and later I sent Mrs. JO approximately two thousand dollars or more according to 

requirement. That was the loan income and eventually when there was a rent. QUESTION: The 

standard monthly payment you indicated paid Concept and Spaces was regardless of the amount 

of money that had been given up to that point. ANSWER: Yes, it was calculated on the basis of 7% 

per year based on the amount that was being paid and on that basis we set a fixed amount of one 

thousand five hundred dollars. QUESTION: Since when Concept and Spaces made payments 

based on the loan received and how it was done. ANSWER: Since January 2008, monthly one 

thousand five hundred dollars. The payment made it effective. QUESTION: Who made such 

payments, to whom they were made and proof of receipt was issued. ANSWERED: Sometimes, 

depending on whether they were going to look for extra money, Jorge would go or send it to me 

with someone, not at that time. I received it and, at the time, some receipts were issued for those of 

the books they sell in the pharmacies, with the name of the company, because those were not my 

fees. QUESTION: According to your statement, it was not until January 2008 that Conceptos y 

Espacios, begins to make monthly payments in response to the money received as a loan from JR 

BOCAS INVESTMENT INC., because in the previous months these monthly payments were not 

made? ANSWERED: Because originally, the idea was to make the  promissory notes for one year 

and pay all the interest with the capital. QUESTION: Until what  date did Conceptos y Espacios 

made monthly payments to the debt for the amount indicated above? 
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ANSWERED: Until they canceled most of the capital, the last month was in September 2013. 

QUESTION: The payment of four hundred thousand dollars made by Conceptos y Espacios for the 

date of September 30, 2013, was made at their disposal because of them or upon your request? 

ANSWERED: Well I explained to them, to Conceptos y Espacios, that I had a debt with the Virzi 

Group and that they urged me to cancel it and they sent to deposit the check for four hundred 

thousand dollars, I proceeded to take copies of the promissory notes and I was going to destroy 

them all, but when called in to Conceptos y Espacios to see on screen the check they had deposited, 

they told me that they were going to give me the other twenty thousand dollars in a check in the 

name of Reyna y Asociados and I kept one of the promissory notes for twenty thousand dollars until 

they canceled the last payment, on October 29, 2014 and proceeded to destroy the missing one. 

QUESTION: If you destroyed the original promissory notes in response to the fact that the debt had 

already been canceled, why did you keep a copy of them. ANSWERED: I kept copies to deliver to 

them, I was going to give them copies with the paid stamp, when they finished paying the debt. In 

fact, the paid stamp that I put, says thirty of the nine of the thirteen, but in that of October 28, 2010, 

which was the one that I kept, I put twenty-nine of the two of the fourteen and with a copy of the 

settlement agreement to be able to make the declaration of eventual gain when all the debt had 

been cancelled. QUESTION: Was a copy of such promissory notes delivered to Conceptos y 

Espacios, as stated in the previous answer? ANSWERED: Yes. QUESTION: In response to the 

loan made to Conceptos y Espacios, was an agreement was executed between the parties, detailing 

the conditions under which it was made? ANSWERED: I remember that we made a note of terms 

as is done in banks. QUESTION: Do you have this term note with you? ANSWERED: I don't have 

it right now, I should ask them to see if they have it. QUESTION: Why did you not keep such term 

note, since conditions were established in this regard with respect to the loan granted to Conceptos 

y Espacios. ANSWERED: This note was with receipts and other documents that were no longer 

necessary, after the settlement was executed. QUESTION: Why is it not until almost a year after 

the remaining money of the loan made to Conceptos y Espacios is canceled, after having made the 

cancellation of most of this with the payment of four hundred thousand dollars, for the date of 30 

September 2013? ANSWER: Honestly, I have no explanation because that payment had to be 

made later, not even later, had to be made at the same time 
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that the payment of four hundred thousand dollars was made. It is not until I inform them that I still 

have a promissory note for twenty thousand dollars that I will execute when they pay me, I imagine 

that maybe they thought that when they paid the four hundred thousand dollars I would destroy all 

the promissory notes, which I did not do and therefore they were not in a hurry to pay me, I had to 

press them by threatening with a judicial collection. QUESTION: When you contacted Conceptos y 

Espacios to indicate that you needed the cancellation of the loan that they had pending, were they 

told the amount they should cancel? ANSWERED: Yes, I explained that they owed me four hundred 

and twenty thousand dollars and I told them what account they had to deposit, they knew that they 

had to pay me twenty thousand dollars apart and they only showed me a single deposit for four 

hundred and not the twenty because they owed me four hundred plus twenty thousand dollars. 

QUESTION: The twenty thousand dollars you state, where they told where they should deposit 

them or how it should be canceled? ANSWERED: They should be sent to the account of Reyna y 

Asociados, I do not remember which one, they had to deposit by check and they did not make the 

deposit. Obviously that was not the agreement and I had an obligation to send that money out. 

QUESTION: Are each of the payments made by Conceptos y Espacios, part of some accounting 

record of the company JR BOCAS INVESTMENT INC.? ANSWERED: No, I have to make a 

statement of eventual income gain, based on interest on capital. To foreign clients usually if the 

money has been sent abroad, a declaration of capital remittance is made and the option was either 

a declaration for JR BOCAS or a declaration of capital remittance sent outside, in the name of Mrs. 

JO REYNOLDS considering that the interests have been sent to her abroad and thus avoid double 

taxation on the same amount received. QUESTION: All the interest that was paid under the loans 

granted by JR BOCAS INVESTMENT was remitted to Mrs. JO REYNOLDS? ANSWERED: Almost 

everything, but she also had to pay legal fees, company taxes, property maintenance expenses in 

Pedasí, etc. QUESTION: To date, has the declaration of eventual gain or remittance to which you 

mention been made? ANSWERED: No, because before reaching the end of the fiscal period this 

situation occurred and my accounts were frozen. QUESTION: How often should this declaration of 

eventual income or remittance of capital be made? ANSWERED: Every time one does transactions 

of this nature or it can be done as a statement of income from the previous fiscal period, only the 

inconvenience with that is that a following year, 
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an approximate tax is assessed regardless of whether or not there are operations that support it. 

QUESTION: In addition to Conceptos y Espacios, has JR BOCAS INVESTMENT made loans like 

the one indicated to other companies. If so, which ones? ANSWERED: Yes, CARTERTON 

HOLDING, but basically it has been natural persons. QUESTION: From what date JR BOCAS 

INVESTMENT is dedicated to making loans? ANSWERED: Since 2006. QUESTION: Already 

before JR BOCAS INVESTMENT, in view of the fact that since 2006 is making loans, has made 

statements of eventual income or remittance of capital. ANSWERED: They have been made with 

respect to real estate operations, but not on those loans, since when it is less than thirty-s ix 

thousand dollars a year there is no taxable interest income, the largest loan was that of Conceptos, 

which generated interest for sixty-three thousand dollars and now it is necessary to declare. 

QUESTION: Beyond the documents you provide and which are a simple copy, were some of those 

documents related to the loan to Conceptos y Espacios notarized? ANSWERED: No, for now that 

is what I have, we did not do any deed or anything like that. And basically the explanation is, they 

are a big company, the explanation is if they failed me, with those promissory notes, I could sue 

them and repossess their accounts through executive judgment. We signed the settlement 

agreement, Conceptos y Espacios executed the settlement agreement with JR BOCAS 

INVESTMENT, I signed by JR and they immediately handed me the check, they took the original of 

the settlement agreement with a copy of my ID and I deposited the check and destroyed the 

promissory note. QUESTION: Who signed the letters by Conceptos y Espacios? ANSWERED: 

Julián Paris, the legal representative. QUESTION: Apart from the relationship derived from the loan 

made to Conceptos y Espacios, did you have any other connections with this company or with Mr. 

Julián Paris and Jorge Espino? ANSWERED: Only with Jorge Espino, political affinity. QUESTION: 

By virtue of that political affinity you had with Jorge Espino, was there a constant relationship with 

him? If so, explain. ANSWERED: We only kept it commercial, we did not socialize, only in the party 

in its activities on the PRD business front when there was an activity. QUESTION: Did you know 

that Conceptos y Espacios company maintained a contract with the Judicial Branch? ANSWERED: 

I learned from the newspapers following the investigation of the Assembly. QUESTION: Regarding 

the company OMEGA ENGINEERING INC., beyond the commercial relationship that is detailed in 

the above lines that you had with it, did you have any other connections with it or with the 

representatives of this company? 
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ANSWERED: They were not my clients, they were clients of IGRA, they were clients of the Law 

Firm, when the PUNELA contract was executed, the address they placed was IGRA´s. There is  no 

other connection and today I have a very bad relationship with OMEGA. QUESTION: Did you know 

that OMEGA ENGINEERING INC. was a contractor of the Judicial Branch? ANSWERED: I learned 

that in the middle of the Assembly investigation. QUESTION: On the occasion of the relationship 

with the company ALPHA & BUSINESS CORP., on one occasion, beyond Mr. Ricardo Calvo, did 

you have conversations with someone else on this matter? ANSWERED: With Esther de Frías, I 

know some of the other shareholders of ALPHA, with whom I had the opportunity to meet her when 

she was organizing the acquisition of these properties in Isla del Rey, some shareholders today are 

my clients as well. QUESTION: Do you have any reference of Corporación Cubemu, S.A. and 

Sarelan Corporation, S.A., as to what activity they do? ANSWERED: The truth is that I always 

understood that they were bank accounts that Ricardo Calvo used for diverse businesses of the 

economic group for which he was operating, I investigated in the Public Registry at the time and 

even in the RUE where the lawsuits of the Judicial Branch are received and I found nothing wrong, 

nothing bad appeared. QUESTION: Who, apart from those already mentioned, could attest to the 

activities to which JR BOCAS INVESTMENT was engaged or dedicated, which you represent? 

ANSWERED: Maybe people who have worked with me, people who have received loans, people 

who have been asked for a loan that are registered in the property registry entries and I can gladly 

give a list of the people and lawyers who can attest this. I have a list of people who can say that this 

has been done in all these years, here in Pedasí or in Bocas. QUESTION: For the activities of JR 

BOCAS INVESTMENT INC., was an account other than those already mentioned used to receive 

payments related to them? ANSWERED: For a while, a JR BOCAS account was used, that account 

was closed a while ago, when the tax provisions obviously changed. QUESTION: Where was that 

account opened and when it was closed? ANSWERED: In Banistmo, it was closed a while ago, I 

think more than three years ago. QUESTION: Since when has Mrs. JO REYNOLDS lived abroad? 

ANSWERED: All my life, she comes to visit, her father lived here and died and donated the Bocas 

del Toro estate, some Bocas del Toro clients recommended her. QUESTION: Are you a part of any 

companies. ANSWER: Yes, I am currently in a law firm named FDR 
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LEGAL ADVICE & CONSULTING, as a partner. I appear as an officer in many companies. 

QUESTION: Have you previously been investigated or punished for any crime? ANSWERED: 

Never. QUESTION: The place where you reside is your own or rented? ANSWERED: Rented. 

QUESTION: How much you pay as a rental for the place where you reside? ANSWERED: One 

thousand six hundred dollars a month. QUESTION: How long have you resided in that place? 

ANSWERED: Next month I will have a year. QUESTION: Previously, where did you reside? 

ANSWERED: In Cerro Ancón, Calle Amelia Denis de Icaza, House No. 25-D, which was also 

rented. QUESTION: Whom do you currently reside with? A ANSWERED: With my son, the nanny 

and her daughter. QUESTION: How old is your child? ANSWERED: Two and a half years. 

QUESTION: Do you keep assets registered in your name? ANSWERED: No. QUESTION: Do you 

have bank accounts registered in your name, personally? ANSWERED: Only a small one, at BAC 

Panama, it is a savings account, whose balance does not exceed six hundred dollars a month that 

is used to pay a loan I have on my dad's apartment. QUESTION: Where do the funds deposited in 

that account come from? ANSWERED: from my salary. QUESTION: What is your monthly income? 

ANSWERED: There are three thousand dollars and from time to time I collect a pending account 

payable from Reyna y Asociados. QUESTION: From the representation you perform of the 

company JR BOCAS INVESTMENT INC., do you receive some remuneration? If so, what is the 

amount and how does it become effective? ANSWERED: Well, until recently, the 20% agreement 

on the profits, when the earnings are collected, I used to pay my bills and collect them and out there 

I paid everything, which was the one-off fees, what was owed from that company. QUESTION: Do 

you suffer from any illness? ANSWERED: From the back, it is called Rectified Back, it is a problem 

where the back is straighter than normal and causes me a lot of pain and I also have a heart murmur. 

QUESTION: Do you receive medical attention or medication in attention to the health conditions 

described? ANSWERED: If I go periodically to infiltrate my back, I take Arcoxia for it. I basically 

have to check myself periodically with stress tests, but I don't take medication. QUESTION: Do you 

want to add something else that you have not been asked and consider important for the 

investigation. ANSWERED: Important for the investigation no, I only want to return home to my 

baby, if that is not much to ask. I want to contribute to my statement, so that it will be compared with 

your 
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original, of the power of attorney conferred by Mrs. JO REYNOLDS at the Consulate of San Diego, 

when it existed, for the handling of things related to JR BOCAS INVESTMENT CORP. (comprised 

of two sheets); copy to be collated with its original of the contract of promise of sale between JR 

BOCAS INVESTMENT INC. and PUNELA DEVELOPMENT CORP., with respect to property No. 

35659, consisting of two pages, a simple copy of certificate No. 59 regarding the company ALPHA 

& BUSINESS CORP., to the bearer shares; Simple copy of the minutes of the meeting of the 

shareholders' meeting of the company ALPHA & BUSINESS CORP, where the shares issued to 

me are issued, consisting of a record; Simple copies of documents on information records of 

Property 1522 (Isla del Rey Island) consisting of pages. ANSWERED: Immediately, Mr. 

FRANCISCO THOMAS is asked if he has any objection to make to this proceeding, to which he 

replied: At the moment none. In this state and not having any other reason for the same, it is 

terminated, which after those who participated in it sign being read and found as agreeable. 

 
 

The prosecutor, 
NAHANIEL MURGAS MORENO 

 
The investigated party, 

MARIA GABRIELA REYNA LOPEZ 
 

Counsel, 
FRANCISCO THOMAS 

 
The Secretary General, in Charge, 

ISIS DEL C. SOTO ESPINOZA 
 
 

/cjdg 
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